Despite additional implementation complexity, adaptive routing shows its efficiency in sustaining network performance after bypassing a congested area of many-core based on-chip communication system. Performance is improved due to traversing packets through congestion-free links and switches either in minimal or non-minimal route. It helps in preventing the network from reaching an early saturation due to stalling of packets in the priority fixed shortest route. However, routing packets adaptively to an alternate route rather forwarding them to the priority fixed shortest route may lead to an unintended circumstance. It may lead to the delivery of packets to the sink node in an out-of-order sequence that is not accepted by a few message passing systems. Sorting such packets at the sink node at higher packet injection ratio becomes costlier due to large buffer requirement. Proposed method guarantees in-order delivery of packets under adaptive routing by reserving an alternate virtual path during virtual channel allocation process. Experiments on different synthetic and parallel traffic benchmarks with the proposed mechanism also ensure provably similar performances compared to the adaptive routing without considering ordering sequence.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Network-on-chip (NoC) [1] [2] has been extensively used as a communication framework in chip-based many-core systems. Numbers of these cores, integrated into a single chip using NoC communication framework have already reached to hundreds and expected to increase more in recent years according to the report of International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS [3] ). As a result, the volume of traffic inside the network is also expected to increase high, leading to a congestion bottleneck in the routing path. Here, packet routing has a crucial role in exploring the full potential offered by the underlying network. Packet routing in deterministic mode [4] always follows priority-fixed route irrespective of considering its adjacent link or node status. Thus, increasing the chance of stalling packets in priority fixed route due to congestion or other traffic issues that may degarde network performances even at very low loaded traffic condition.
Here, routing packet adaptively shows its efficiency in sustaining higher network performance after bypassing packets through admissible congestion-free minimal or non-minimal routes for the best effort (BE) traffic, especially for the loosely time-bound applications. However, adaptive routing has a major drawback of delivering packets in out-of-order sequence at the destination node. This is due to the given flexibility of individual packet routing where a packet with higher sequence number may take over other one having a lower sequence number, thus violating their ordering sequence [5] because of following a less congested path by the higher sequence number packet. Some reordering strategies are employed in [6] [7] for storing and sorting packets at the sink node end. However, this strategy is not scalable due to unbounded buffer size at higher traffic workloads where congestion is expected to happen more frequently as a large number of packets reach their sink node out-of-order sequence. On the contrary, reducing reorder buffer size at the sink node results in poor network performances as packets are dropped due to the shortage of storage space at the end node. In [8] , authors have proposed a method of selecting a particular route from the set of multiple fixed routing paths (say XY or YX for 2D mesh) to increase path diversity by the proposed method. Here, packets of under same flow transmit through the same path while packets of different flow may choose a different route to maintain their ordering sequence. However, all these selected paths are deterministic and not truly adaptive.
Our objective in proposed work lies in developing a simple adaptive routing approach for delivering packets in an orderly sequence to its sink node. To this end, we have proposed a method of reserving a buffer queue of virtual channel (VC) based wormhole router [9] for routing packet in adaptive mode until the shortest path is available again or the currently following path also becomes congested. To ensure that reservation of buffer queue (VC) under adaptive mode does not affect network performances, the same channel (VC) is also allowed to share and reserved among all packets routing through shortest path based priority fixed mode, provided that the channel is not currently used by a packet in adaptive mode. Reservation of VCs in adaptive path ensures that all packets belongs to same data flow will route through the same route to maintain their ordering sequence.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section1 presents basic drawback in implementing adaptive routing on-chip communication scenario. Section 2 describes the proposed flow control policy of reserving virtual circuit on wormhole router micro-architecture for all packets routing in adaptive mode. Simulation-based experimental results and performance analysis are given in section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
PROPOSED WORK
In proposed work, data packets usually route through priority fixed shortest route under the streaming (i.e., Strm) data forwarding mode and switches to the adaptive mode when it finds congestion in shortest route. Here, a connection in virtual circuit switch (i.e., VCS) mode specifies the reserved path between two communicating nodes for transmitting data packets in adaptive mode while passing through several links and switches.
In the proposed method, each output VC of a router node is usually reserved by the packet waiting in adaptive mode (i.e., VCS). The same VC may also be reserved simultaneously by another packet in priority fix streaming (i.e., Strm) mode. However, from a resource allocation perspective, at some specific time instant (cycle), only one of these two packets will be allowed to exclusively used that reserved output VC. Here, the output VC, reserved in streaming mode is released after departing the tail flit of the current routing packet. However, the same output VC which is also reserved in adaptive mode (i.e., VCS) still reserve in the same (adaptive) mode until the tail flit of end data packet for the requested block data flow passes through the router. This is where the 'virtual' word comes. The virtual reservation for routing packet in adaptive mode ensures that all packets of requested block data will follow the same route until this route becomes congested or source explicitly releases this route by making a request through sending a control message to all reserved nodes.
Virtual Channel Allocation policy in Proposed Scheme
A virtual channel (VC) based wormhole NoC router [10] (see figure 1) is employed on implementing our proposed method. Transmitted packets are mainly two types viz., control packet and the application-based payload data packet, each having multiple flit data. In the proposed scheme, we have considered a conventional flit forwarding policy where a header flit goes through five pipeline stages viz., buffer write (BW), routing computation (RC), virtual channel allocation (VCA), switch allocation (SA) and switch traversal (ST) stages. A wormhole VC based router with two-stage separable VC allocator and switch allocator [10] unit is selected to this end. Upon receipt of the head flit by an input port in its buffer write (BW) state, the flit is enqueued to a free virtual channel (VC) [10] as mentioned in the header. In next state, routing function (RC) returns set of VCs (see table 2(a)) for the selected output port. After routing computation, the header flit enters to VC allocation state. In stage1 of the separable VC allocation, the arbiter selects a single output VC from list of free Out-VC after consulting the reservation table (see table 1 ) of global VC allocator unit. In stage two, a single input VC from list of all input VC, requesting for the same output VC is selected in one-to-one mapping process between all output and input VCs. Here, each output VC may receive request from multiple of input VCs that belongs to one of the communicating mode. However, only one (input VC) is finally selected from list of all requesting input VCs. The selected input VC corresponding to assigned output VC is updated in global VC allocation table (see  table 3 ). Note, that all these update should take place on the same clock cycle of VC allocation stage.
In table 1 , the VCS-flag1 associated to an output VC is set to 1, if the output VC is reserved and currently used by a packet in adaptive mode. Similarly, Strm-flag1 is set to 1, if the output VC is reserved and used by a packet in priority fix streaming mode. So, both flag can't be set to 1 at the same time as a VC is only shareable packet wise between two communicating modes. Here, two flags VCS-flag2 and Strm-flag2 are set to 1, implies that associated output VCs are not available in current VC allocation process. All these flags of global VC allocator table are updated in stage2 of VC allocation process as follows:
Virtual In stage2 of VC allocation, all input VCs places their request to reserve output VCs for two different modes (see table 2(c)). Here, output VC (i.e., VC-Out) 2 receives requests from VC-In 1 and 6 in streaming mode and select only one input VC i.e., VC-In 1. If another request for the same output VC is also placed in adaptive mode then we need to go through one more selection process of choosing an output VC mode first, then select a final input VC from set of all requesting In-VCs. For VC-Out 5, VC-In 3 will be selected as no others VC-In is competing for the same VC-Out in either mode. These changed flag values are finally updated to global VC allocation table 3 (changes are marked by the shaded area in following table entries) accordingly. 
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Reserving a Virtual Circuit Switch based Connection
In proposed routing scheme, packet routes through the shortest path in normal data streaming mode (i.e., Strm) and switches to adaptive mode (i.e. VCS) if it finds congestion in priority fixed the shortest route. In adaptive mode, we follow an acknowledge based message passing policy for temporary reserving a path in solving out-of-order issues. Here, each NI [11] connected to local PE unit takes the responsibility of establishing a connection in adaptive mode between two communicating nodes. Their details of reserving a virtual path are given in the following section (see figure 2) .
Step1 : When a router lies on the shortest (minimal) route of two communicating nodes becomes congested, it informs to update all its adjacent routers by asserting its congestion flags.
Step2: This congestion at an intermediary node may lead further congestion to its neighbouring upstream node (adjacent node towards its source) due to traffic back pressure that may finally cause stalling of the whole communication process. In such a case, an interrupt is generated by the NI to stop injecting data packet further in the network.
Step3: NI at the source also send a control packet towards the sink to signal the end of forwarding data packets in streaming mode and waits for an acknowledgment of receiving this control packet from the sink.
Step 4: On receipt of end data packet, sink replies back to its source by sending a control packet acknowledging the receipt of end flit data send in streaming mode.
Step 5: On receipt of this acknowledgment from the sink, source fires multiple control packets towards sink after varying their degree of adaptivity (△h) [12] (i.e., number of hops in non-minimal path allowed by the routing).
Step 6: In response, source NI may receive multiple control messages replying with the acceptance of receiving subsequent data packets in adaptive mode within a source specified waiting time. NI at the source waits for a round-trip time of 2△t that is twice of the maximum waiting time of flit in buffer queue on reaching its destination. Maximum waiting time of flit on a buffer queue is estimated from the ratio of buffer queue depth to its service time according to the M/M/1/B queuing theory [13] .
Step7: In proposed work, the source selects a path with the lowest degree of adaptivity (△h) to minimize path length in adaptive mode. If no such alternate path is available then source has no option rather to stop and suspend the communication process until the shortest route is available again.
On the success of reserving an alternate path, the source starts forwarding data packets in adaptive mode until all packets of the requested data block finish their transmission. 
Evaluating framework
The simulation is executed on conventional 8x8 sized 2D Mesh [4] having a total of 64 cores (PEs), connected locally to each router. Each input port of router having four virtual channels based FIFO buffer queues having a buffer depth of 8 flits. Packet size consist of 8 flits, where the flit width is 32-bits. Performances are examined for both synthetic as well as real benchmark suites. Snipersim 6.1 [14] has been used for full system simulation for realistic traffic. We have selected five PARSEC [15] benchmarks application (blackscholes, dedup, fluidanimate, vips and X264) and six application (viz. barnes, cholesky, fft, ffm, water-spatial and raytrace) from SPLASH-2 [16] due to their variability in offering both communication and computation-intensive workload. Noxim [17] , a cycle-accurate simulator is used for performance evaluation of adaptive routing algorithm with different flow control polices. One (i) without any following any ordering technique, (ii) another with reordering buffer at the sink for a window size of '10', and (iii) the proposed VCS reservation approach. Comprehensive results are obtained under different traffic-pattern by the simulation process. Synthetic like random, transpose, and bit-reversal traffics are applied to this end. The simulation for synthetic traffic executes for 100,000 cycles for an initial warm-up time of 10,000 cycles.
Analysis of Experimental Results
Result section includes a comparison study on different important performance measurement centric parameters like throughput and end-to-end packet delay. Performances are compared on Mesh network for three different flow control strategies. The first technique without having any ordering sequence (namely Mesh-OFO). Second strategy with additional memory for storing and reordering packets (namely Mesh-INO-Win having window size '4') and the proposed scheme with FIFO buffer queues (namely Mesh-INO-VCS) that follows virtual path reservation policy on guaranteeing packets' ordering sequence.
Throughput gives an estimation of successfully received application data packets and effectiveness proposed routing in bypassing the congested areas. First, we analyze the results for synthetic traffics. Figure 6 reveals saturated throughput achieved by the proposed technique (Mesh-INO-VCS) and another with window-based reordering technique (Mesh-INO-Win) compared to routing packet without having any additional ordering technique. The throughput for out-of-order is considered to be maximum, i.e. as more number of received packet will be processed with the stipulated simulation time. It is to be noted that all packets is considered, i.e. both in-order and out-of-orders for Mesh-OFO. The proposed technique achieves 87%, 89.4% and 90.6% throughput compared the maximum throughput, achieved by the Mesh-OFO for random, transpose, bit-reversal traffics respectively. Here, the reordering (Mesh-INO-Win) policy offers 78%, 77%, and 82.6% of maximum throughput, achieved by the Mesh-OFO policy. Next, we focus our attention of benchmark before reaching to that point. Next, we present results for different benchmark suits. Under PARSEC benchmark, this delay overhead for the proposed and reorder technique are observed as 26% and 35.4% respectively while 17% and 23% delay overhead are noticeable under SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. Note, in our experiment, the size of control packet is considered to be maximum of two flits. In communication adaptive mode, once the connection is established, all packets belongs to that same connection route through the same path. Here, the number of control packets will be low low compared to the total data packets. Hence, the percentage of delay added by these control packets is found negligible compared delay added by all payload data packets.
The experimental results suggest that performance of congestionaware routing that follows packet in-order sequence in VCS mode is more beneficial in terms of throughput and end-to end packet delay compared to the strategy of storing and reordering packets at sink node end. This due to reducing less exchange of control messages in establishing a connection in VCS mode. Because in window mode source NI has to wait for an acknowledgment of previously sent window data packet before sending a new data packet. Increasing window size may reduce these number of transmitted control packets but requires more memory.
CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a virtual path reservation approach to address the packet out-of-ordering issue for the adaptive NoC packet routing. In the proposed scheme, a virtual circuit switch-based connection is established by reserving an output VC for routing packets in adaptive mode. The same VC is also shared among multiple packets, routing in streaming mode to maximize resource utilization. Performances are impacted merely in terms of throughput and packet delay while guaranteeing in-order delivery of packets under adaptive routing approach without using extra memory space at the sink node end.
